For a loopless multigraph G, the fractional arboricity Arb(G) is the maximum of 
guarantees a weak (k, d)-decomposition. Study of the NDT Conjecture was motivated by problems about weak (k, d)-decomposition and (k, d)-decomposition of planar graphs discussed in [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 11, 12, 13, 16] . These results, some of which are successive reductions of the girth needed to guarantee (1, 1)-or (1, 2)-decompositions of planar graphs, are summarized in [9] . Our result implies all of these except the results about (2, d)-decomposition of planar graphs in [1] and [7] .
The weaker conjecture was proved for d > k in [9] . For d ≤ k, the more restrictive hypothesis Arb(G) ≤ k + d 2k+2 suffices for (k, d)-decomposability ( [9] ). When d = k + 1 this hypothesis is the same as that in the NDT, which yields the NDT for d = k + 1. Meanwhile, Király and Lau [10] showed by other methods that G is weakly (k, d)-decomposable when Arb(G) ≤ k + d−1 k+d . For d < k, neither of the results of [9] and [10] implies the other. In the computation of Arb(G), it suffices to maximize over induced subgraphs. Letting G[A] denote the subgraph of G induced by a vertex set A, and letting A denote |E(G[A])|, we can rewrite the condition bounding Arb(G) as an integer inequality. In the same format we define a weaker condition of being (k, d)-sparse:
Condition
Equivalent constraint (when imposed for ∅ = A ⊆ V (G)) Arb(G) ≤ k + In [9] , it was proved that every (k, d)-sparse graph is weakly (k, d)-decomposable when d > k. Graphs without weak (k, d)-decompositions were given where the (k, d)-sparseness inequality holds for every nonempty proper vertex set but fails by 1 on the entire set. For sufficiency, a more general model involving "capacities" was used to control vertex degrees.
Definition 1.2. Fix positive integers k and d.
A capacity function on a graph G is a function f : V (G) → {0, . . . , d}. A (k, f )-decomposition of G is a decomposition into graphs F and D, where F decomposes into k forests and D is a forest having degree at most f (v) at each vertex v. The uniform case is f (v) = d for all v ∈ V (G).
In this setting, we define a potential function ρ on the vertices, edges, and vertex subsets of G. For a vertex v, let ρ(v) = (k + 1)(k + f (v)). For an edge e, let ρ(e) = −(k + 1) if the endpoints of e both have capacity 0, and otherwise ρ(e) = −(k + 1 + d). For A ⊆ V (G), let ρ(A) = v∈A ρ(v) + e∈E(G[A]) ρ(e). A capacity function f is feasible if the corresponding potential function ρ satisfies ρ(A) ≥ k 2 for every nonempty vertex subset A.
In the uniform case, every vertex has capacity d, so every vertex has potential (k+1)(k+d) and every edge has potential −(k + 1 + d). The feasibility inequality then reduces to precisely the definition of (k, d)-sparseness. However, in order to obtain (k, d)-decomposability, the hypothesis must be strengthened, because feasibility leaves the possibility of subgraphs having too many edges to decompose into k + 1 forests.
Large overfull sets are forbidden by (k, d)-sparseness, but small ones are not. An overfull set A of size r with A = (k + 1)(r − 1) + 1 satisfies the (k, d)-sparseness inequality when r ≤ k(d+1) k+1
. For example, (k, d)-sparse graphs may have edges with multiplicity k + 2, but
implies that G is (k, d)-sparse and has no overfull set, the conjecture below strengthens the NDT Conjecture.
Our main result proves a more general statement in the case k ≤ 2; capacity functions facilitate the proof. Theorem 1.5. For k ≤ 2 and d ≥ k, if f is a feasible capacity function defined on G, and G has no overfull set, then G is (k, f )-decomposable. Remark 1.6. The statement for general capacity functions contains the statement for the uniform case, but the uniform case also implies the general case. This was shown in [9] for a similar potential function; we explain it here more simply.
Capacity f (v) on v can modeled in the uniform case by adding d − f (v) neighbors of v, each with k + 1 edges to v and having no other neighbors. Each such neighbor forces an edge at v into D. When u with capacity d is added as such a neighbor of v and f (v) is increased by 1 to allow the added edge in D, the old potential of a set A containing v equals the new potential of A ∪ {u} (we gain and lose (k + 1 + d)(k + 1)).
Thus feasibility in the general case is equivalent to feasibility of the corresponding augmented sets in the uniform case, and the existence of the desired decompositions is also equivalent. Nevertheless, the general result is easier to prove: capacity functions facilitate reserving an edge for the d-bounded forest D while reducing the number of edges, by deleting the edge and reducing the capacity of its endpoints.
Under the potential function used in [9] , every edge has potential −(k + 1 + d). The definition here makes more capacity functions feasible and hence applies more generally.
Our approach to proving Theorem 1.5 is to restrict the form of a smallest counterexample. The restrictions we prove are valid for general (k, d). For example, in a smallest counterexample the only nonempty proper vertex subsets with potential at most k(k + 1) consist of single vertices with capacity 0 (Lemma 2.9). Furthermore, when A is a proper vertex subset with ρ(A) ≤ k(k + 1) + d and |A| ≥ 2, every vertex of A having a neighbor outside A must have capacity 0 (Lemma 3.2).
We then use discharging, restricting the argument to d ≥ k. The initial charge of each vertex or edge is its potential. Hence the total charge is at least k 2 , but after vertices give their charge to incident edges, all vertices and edges in an instance satisfying the reductions have nonpositive charge, if additional constraints on vertices of capacity 0 or d hold. Those constraints hold automatically when k = 1, and additional lemmas in Section 4 show that they also hold when k = 2 if d > 1.
General Reduction Lemmas
Given fixed (k, d), an instance of our problem is a pair (G, f ) such that G has no overfull set and f is feasible on G. We speak of ρ in Definition 1.2 as the potential function for the pair (G, f ). We need to place the instances (G, f ) in order (actually a partial order).
A counterexample is an instance (G, f ) such that G has no (k, f )-decomposition. Throughout our discussion, (G, f ) is assumed to be a smallest counterexample in the sense of Definition 2.1. To restrict the form of (G, f ), we construct a smaller instance (
is a smaller instance includes showing that it has no overfull set and that its potential function ρ ′ is feasible. Given an instance (G, f ), we write (G[A], f ) for the instance where f is restricted to A. 
Proof. If either statement fails, then f (v) < d. Raising the capacity of a vertex with positive capacity does not change the number of edges or the potential of any vertex subset. Hence
In most applications of the next lemma we take r = 0 in the statement, in which case the resulting capacity function f * is just the restriction of f to A. Lemma 2.5. Let A be a nontrivial vertex set in a graph H, with H ′ obtained by contracting
Proof. Viewing edges at z in G ′ as the corresponding edges in G, define (F, D) by letting F consist of k subgraphs, where the ith subgraph is the union of the ith subgraphs in the decompositions of F ′ and F * into forests.
The k subgraphs in the decomposition of F are forests, as is D, because any cycle would contract to a cycle in the corresponding forest in
When counting the edges induced by a vertex set A in a graph H other than G, we use A H to avoid confusion. Lemma 2.6. Let f be a feasible capacity function on some graph H, and consider A ⊆ V (H) with |A| ≥ 2.
where the last inequality uses |A| ≥ 2. This contradicts the feasibility of f .
, where G ′ is be obtained from G by shrinking A to a single vertex z, and f ′ is defined on
′ , and an edge joining x ∈ A and y / ∈ A in G becomes an edge joining z and y in G ′ .
Proof. If f ′ is feasible, then G ′ has no overfull set containing a vertex of capacity 0, by Lemma 2.6. Hence G ′ has no overfull set containing z. Also G ′ has no overfull set not containing z, since G has no overfull set. Hence (
. By Lemma 2.5, G is (k, f )-decomposable and is not a counterexample.
Proving feasibility for the potential function ρ ′ of the smaller instance (
unless A consists of a single vertex with capacity 0.
; other edges keep the same potential. Thus
Since f ′ is feasible, Lemma 2.8 applies, and G is (k, f )-decomposable.
We say that a set A is full when A ≥ (k + 1)(|A| − 1). A full set of size 2 is an edge with multiplicity at least k + 1. The exclusion of vertices with capacity 0 from full sets (Lemma 2.6) helps us to exclude all full sets when (G, f ) is a smallest counterexample. Lemma 2.10. G has no full set A with |A| ≥ 2.
Proof. Since G has no overfull set, we may assume A = (k + 1)(|A| − 1). By Lemma 2.6,
so there is no restriction on the degrees of vertices in the (k + 1)th forest, and the prohibition of overfull sets ensures that G decomposes into k + 1 forests.
Hence we may assume A = V (G). Continuing the computation and using |A| ≥ 2,
; the bound on ρ(A) yields m < d. If f (x) ≤ m for some x ∈ A, then adjusting the potential for this vertex yields
, replacing z with A adds |A| − 1 vertices and (k + 1)(|A| − 1) edges. Hence A ′ is overfull in G ′ if and only if A ∪ A ′ is overfull in G. Since G has no overfull set, G ′ has no overfull set.
Since f (z) > 0 and A ∩ V 0 = ∅, every edge incident to z in G ′ has the same potential as the corresponding edge in G. We compute
However, Lemma 2.9 yields ρ(A
is the number of edges joining x to V (G) − A that become edges of D ′ when A is contracted (an edge in D ′ may have several choices for which vertex it is assigned to).
Since f ′ (z) = m and f (x) > m for x ∈ A, we have f * (x) > 0 for x ∈ A, so f * is a capacity function on G[A]. Since G has no overfull sets, A − X ≥ (k + 1)(|A| − |X|) for X ⊆ A. The potential of X is smallest in comparison to that of A when all vertices of A − X have capacity d and all edges of D ′ incident to z arise from edges incident to X. Hence
using |A| ≥ |X| and the definition of m in the last step.
Lemma 2.10 forbids edges with multiplicity k + 1. Within the set V 0 , we can reduce the multiplicity further. In particular, when k = 1 a minimal counterexample must be a simple graph in which V 0 is an independent set. One can also prove that no vertex of V 0 has an incident edge of multiplicity k, but we will not need that. Lemma 2.12.
by Lemma 2.9 (if f (x) = 1, then the inequality may be strict). Also A has no overfull subset.
. Add one edge with endpoints {x, y} to D and the other edges at x to distinct forests in F to complete a (k, f )-decomposition of G.
lower bound on degree is weaker.
Proof. By Lemma 2.3, d G (x) ≥ k + 1; consider equality. Since G has no nontrivial full set, adding an edge joining vertices y, z ∈ N G (x) ∩ V 0 to form G ′ from G − x creates no overfull set. The added edge decreases the potential of any set A containing {y, z} by k + 1. By Lemma 2.9, ρ(A) > k(k + 1) if {y, z} ⊆ A ⊆ V (G) − {x}, and therefore ρ ′ (A) ≥ k 2 . Hence (G ′ , f ) is an instance smaller than (G, f ), and G ′ has a (k, f )-decomposition (F ′ , D ′ ). Since y, z ∈ V 0 , the added edge yz lies in F ′ . Replace it in its forest with the y, z-path of length 2 through x. The remaining k − 1 edges at x can be added to the k − 1 other forests in F ′ . 
Final reductions
Our final reductions restrict the edges leaving A when A has small potential. For A ⊆ V (G), let the boundary ∂A denote the set of vertices in A having a neighbor outside A. Proof. Suppose otherwise, and choose A among the counterexamples with smallest potential. Let xy be an edge with x ∈ A, y / ∈ A, and f (x), f (y) > 0. Form G ′ from G by deleting this edge and then contracting A to a single vertex z.
Since the edge xy joining ∂A * to V (G) − A has positive capacity at both endpoints, and A * is a nontrivial set, this contradicts our choice of A as a counterexample with smallest potential. We conclude ρ
Hence f ′ is feasible. Since G has no overfull set, an overfull set must contain z. However, since f ′ is feasible on G ′ and f ′ (z) = 0, Lemma 2.6 implies that no overfull set in G ′ contains z. Hence G ′ contains no overfull set.
. By Lemma 2.5, the two decompositions combine to form a (k, f )-decomposition (F, D) of G−xy that becomes a (k, f )-decomposition of G by adding a copy of the edge xy to D. 
. This contradicts the choice of A if A * is nontrivial and ∂A * V 0 . Hence we may assume A * = V (G) or ∂A * ⊆ V 0 . In either case, since x ∈ A and f (x) > 0, we must have y ∈ A ′ . Now ρ(xy)
by the hypothesis ρ(A) ≤ k(k + 1) + d. We conclude that f ′ is feasible, as desired.
In order to clarify which part of our proof requires k ≤ 2 and suggest further directions, we now give a discharging argument to show what remains to be excluded when d is large. 
Proof. A smallest counterexample has all the properties derived in the prior lemmas, which impose no restriction on (k, d). We use discharging to show that for such an instance, the total potential is nonpositive when vertices as specified above are also forbidden.
Give each vertex and edge initial charge equal to its potential. Hence the total charge is at least k 2 . The edges now take charge from their endpoints by the following rules:
Rule 1: Every edge xy with f (x) = 0 and f (y) > 0 takes k from x and d + 1 from y. 
≥ k + 1, and the lower bound (k + 1)(k + 1 + f (v)) on the lost charge exceeds the initial charge (k + 1)(k + f (v)). The remaining case is k = d > f (v), where
. For v to reach nonpositive charge, this must be at least
. This always holds when d G (v) ≥ 2k + 2, and when 
Proof. If the conclusion fails, then x has a neighbor y with f (y) > 0. Since G has no overfull set, x has at least two neighbors; choose u ∈ N G (x) − {y}. Let u ′ be a third vertex of N G (x), if possible; otherwise, let u ′ = y. Form G ′ from G − x by adding one copy of the edge uu
By Lemma 2.10, G has no full set, and hence G ′ has no overfull set. To show that f ′ is feasible, we need ρ
Let r be the number of edges joining x to A ′ ; each has potential −(k
It thus suffices to show r ≥ k + 1 when ρ(
Since f (x) ≥ 2, the added edge uu ′ can be replaced in its forest by a u, u ′ -path P of length 2 through x. Adding the remaining k edges at x to the other forests will yield a (k, f )-decomposition of G. When P is added to a forest other than D ′ , we must add one of the remaining edges to D ′ . This edge can be xy if y = u ′ , since f ′ (y) < f (y) and f (x) > 0. If y = u ′ , then N G (x) = {y, u}; since there is no full set of size 2 (Lemma 2.10), G has two copies of the edge xy. Hence also in this case a copy of xy is not absorbed by P and can be added to D ′ . to each incident edge, and its initial charge is 4. When k = 2, again Theorem 3.3 applies. As we have noted, we must prohibit 3-vertices in V 0 with neighbors in V 0 . For vertices of capacity d, we have noted that only d G (x) ∈ {4, 5} is of concern, Lemma 4.1 takes care of d G (x) = 4, and when d G (x) = 5 we only need one neighbor in V 0 . We consider these remaining cases in two lemmas. Proof. Suppose d G (x) = 3 with f (x) = 0 and N G (x) ∩ V 0 = ∅. Since G has no full set (Lemma 2.10), |N G (x)| ≥ 2. Let u be a neighbor of x in V 0 , and let u ′ be another neighbor of x. Form G ′ by adding to G − x an edge joining u and u ′ . Since G has no full subgraph,
When k = 2, we have 2(k − 1)(k + 1) = k(k + 1). This contradicts Lemma 2.9 unless
In that case we add the potential of the third edge at x, obtaining
Since f (u) = 0, the added edge uu ′ lies in a forest in F ′ . Replace it with a path of length 2 through x, and add the third edge at x to the other forest to complete a (2, f )-decomposition of G.
Hence it remains only to consider 5-vertices with capacity d. Although it is possible to prove that all neighbors of such a vertex v lie in V 0 , by Theorem 3.3 we only need the weaker conclusion that some neighbor is in V 0 . That is, 5 = 2k + 2 − i with i = 1, and by condition (2) Proof. Let x be a 5-vertex with capacity d, and let U = N G (x) and U ′ = U ∪ {x}. Suppose N G (x) ∩ V 0 = ∅. Since G has no edge with multiplicity at least 3, we have |U| ≥ 3. If equality holds, then some u ∈ U is the endpoint of at least two edges incident to x.
Form G ′ from G − x by adding a matching on U if |U| ≥ 4, and adding an edge from u to each other vertex of U if |U| = 3. For each endpoint of each added edge, reserve an edge joining it to x, thereby reserving four of the five edges incident to x (if |U| = 3, then two copies of ux are reserved). Define f ′ on V (G ′ ) by f ′ (y) = f (y) − 1 and f ′ (v) = f (v) for v ∈ V (G ′ ) − {y}, where y is the endpoint in U of the unreserved edge at x. Since G has no full set, an overfull set A ′ in G ′ must contain the endpoints of both added edges. The set A ′ ∪ {x}, which has one more vertex and induces at least A Hence (G ′ , f ′ ) is a smaller instance, and G ′ has a (k, f ′ )-decomposition (F ′ , D ′ ). If the two added edges lie in distinct forests in the decomposition, then replace them by paths of length 2 through x with the same endpoints, and add the edge xy to the third forest. This causes no problem when the third forest is D ′ , since f ′ (y) = f (y) − 1. If the two added edges lie in the same forest, then deleting them yields at least three components in that forest, with three endpoints of the added edges in distinct components. Extend that forest by edges from x to those three (distinct) specified vertices. Add the remaining two edges at x to the other two forests. Again, if the forest containing the two specified edges is not D ′ , then the unreserved edge xy can be added to D ′ .
The last step in this proof is not valid for d = 2, because we may be giving x three incident edges in the d-bounded forest. Fortunately, when d = 2 we do not need the conclusion of Lemma 4.4; the discharging is always strong enough. Proof. As we have remarked, Lemma 4.4 completes the proof for k = 2 and d ≥ 3. When d = k = 2, a vertex with capacity 2 has potential 12, and it loses charge at least 5/2 along every edge by the rules in Theorem 3.3. Hence a 5-vertex loses at least 12.5 and ends with negative charge. The rest of the proof remains the same as for d ≥ 3.
